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Phytoirrigation bassin. The beginning of a woodland. The plant 

will transportevaporate thecontamindation form snow and asphalt
Asphalt waste deposite. The landscape of waste is 

revealed to explore the material.
Opening the creek Aurevannsbekken. Piles of gravel together with asphalt is-

lands will distribute the water in a delta 

In winter the dirt snow from surrounding roads can be deposite . When the snow melts the water will run trough a land-
scape of depression where materials and waste can be deposite and continue to the phytoirrigation, 

The proposal allows the river to change over time. The gravel pills are transformed and 
rocks are brought into the site from the catchment area with the creek.

The succesion varies in species and tempi according to the growing material. To the left it’s 
gravel, in the middel its the present disturbed soil. To the right spruces are growing in soil. 

The trees and plants has grown in different tempi. Some has been cut down and new plants has been planted.  The 
water from the asphalt deposite and the snow will deposite their physical waste in depressions.  

Section D 1:100: Under the asphalt waste material gravel will be stored. In the deposited mate-
rial secant pills will be casted in concrete. A new geological conglomerat is formed. Section E 1:100: The creek that today runs through pipes in the underground,  will be 

led to the surface in a new topography of asphalt pavement and gravel piles.
Section F 1:100: As a laboratory  fields of soil   and gravel material will be 

establish to create different kinds of succesion

 Section E 1:100: The  asphalt pavement will over time mainly keep its shape. As a contrast the piles will be transformed by 
erosion and sedimentation caused by the water flow. Water tolerant plants  will grow in the edge of the creek.

Section F 1:100: The trees and plants has grown in different tempi and 
species.
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The site, called Huken is situated in between the suburbian housing area 
Ammerud and the woodland Lilomarka

Oslo is known  for it’s complex geological material. The Alnsjø Field, where the site is locat-
ed is significant because it contains a complex composition of varies bedrocks

Huken is located in the east part of the Alnsjø Field with the extrusive igneous 
rock basalt. Basalt was extracted because of its qualities in road constructions. Material composition of the proposal Landscape process facilitated by the proposal The intervention in the creek with a forecast of its change over 50 years

The composition of the asphalt deposite and the forecast of its change over 50 
years with succesion.

Basalt has been exported from the site to construct the road of Oslo, while asphalt waste has been imported 
to store it. The proposal suggests that Huken continues being a par of a urban metabolism. Dirt snow will be 
brought into the site, will the trees from phytoirrigation can be exported to supply Oslo with fire woods in a 

small scale.
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Section D. 1:100: Over time the contamination in the asphalt will leach and be the surface run further in the system. Erosion of the 
piles will reveal the geological materail aswell as the gravel. Slow succesion of grasses will grow

North area from above, as it is one of the qualities 
from a quarry.


